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Abstract

Synfire waves are propagating spike packets in synfire chains, which are feedforward chains embedded in random networks.
Although synfire waves have proved to be effective quantification for network activity with clear relations to network
structure, their utilities are largely limited to feedforward networks with low background activity. To overcome these
shortcomings, we describe a novel generalisation of synfire waves, and define ‘synconset wave’ as a cascade of first spikes
within a synchronisation event. Synconset waves would occur in ‘synconset chains’, which are feedforward chains
embedded in possibly heavily recurrent networks with heavy background activity. We probed the utility of synconset waves
using simulation of single compartment neuron network models with biophysically realistic conductances, and
demonstrated that the spread of synconset waves directly follows from the network connectivity matrix and is modulated
by top-down inputs and the resultant oscillations. Such synconset profiles lend intuitive insights into network organisation
in terms of connection probabilities between various network regions rather than an adjacency matrix. To test this intuition,
we develop a Bayesian likelihood function that quantifies the probability that an observed synfire wave was caused by a
given network. Further, we demonstrate it’s utility in the inverse problem of identifying the network that caused a given
synfire wave. This method was effective even in highly subsampled networks where only a small subset of neurons were
accessible, thus showing it’s utility in experimental estimation of connectomes in real neuronal-networks. Together, we
propose synconset chains/waves as an effective framework for understanding the impact of network structure on function,
and as a step towards developing physiology-driven network identification methods. Finally, as synconset chains extend the
utilities of synfire chains to arbitrary networks, we suggest utilities of our framework to several aspects of network
physiology including cell assemblies, population codes, and oscillatory synchrony.
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Introduction

During an oscillation, networks of inhibitory neurons selectively

suppress different groups of principal cells at different times,

moulding principal cells into transiently synchronous ensembles

that encode sensory information [1,2]. At such times the principal

cells are known to fire in a phase locked manner with zero lag/

lead. While deviations from phase locked firing were thought to be

statistical aberrations[3,4], in the last few years multiple experi-

mental approaches using cultures [5–7], slices in vitro [8,9] and

behaving animals in vivo [10–12] have shown that such delays are

deterministic. But what is the mechanistic basis of such delays?

While it is known that detuning of a synchronous group or

conduction delays [13] can cause such millisecond delays, such

consistent delays can occur even in the absence of conduction

delays and as a direct result of the network architecture. Thus the

role of the network architecture in firing sequences of synchronous

populations is very important. The presence of synfire chains or

feedforward chains of neuron pools [14,15]) have been proposed

to give a network based explanation of such consistent millisecond

delays. It has also been proposed that such synfire chain structures

may occur in real neuronal networks as embedded chains in a

random network [15,16]. The high utility of synfire chains as a

framework for quantifying network structure comes from the

elegance of it’s relationship with the resultant network activity

called synfire waves (Fig. 1a, c). Synfire waves are propagating

packets of spikes along the synfire chain and delays between

neuron firing times are a direct result of the chain order with

upstream pools firing earlier than downstream ones. But synfire

chains are limited by the requirement that the background input to

the chain be asynchronous or at most mildly correlated with the

chain activity [15]. In an arbitrarily connected recurrent network,

background activity to neurons is often highly correlated with the

feedforward input due to strong recurrent connections from

downstream neurons back to upstream neurons thus violating a

basic assumption behind synfire chains. As a result analysing these
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delays and establishing their genesis from the network architecture

becomes non-trivial. But it must be noted that while recurrent

connections from downstream to upstream neurons can spoil the

synfire cascade structure, the first spikes fired by the neurons are

essentially due to the feed forward chain. In this context we define

the ‘‘synconset’’ wave as the cascade of first spikes as against the

cascade of spike packets or synfire waves. We also define a

‘‘synconset chain’’ as a feed forward chain of neuron pools. While

synfire chains too are feed forward chains, synfire chains imply

that the background input to the chain is asynchronous or at most

mildly correlated. But synconset chains make no demands on

background activity.(Fig. 1). We now hypothesise that spontaneous

formation of synconset chains by stimulation of a part of the

network causes synconset waves. In order to verify our hypothesis

we first predict the synconset chain that would get activated using

the network connectivity structure. The synconset chain trivially

predicts a firing order, with upstream pools firing earlier than

downstream ones. Now by running network simulations using

biophysically realistic conductances in single compartment neu-

rons, we observe the synconset waves. Our hypothesis is verified if

the sequence predicted by the synconset chain is observed in the

synconset waves.

In the subsequent part of our study, we focussed on the inverse

of this problem. Starting from the pattern of delays we ask if

something can be said about the network connectivity. In the

recent past there has been a significant focus on the study of brain

network organisation [17]. Efforts have been made to infer the

structural and functional connectivity of brain networks from the

level of whole brain networks to small networks of a few hundred

or thousand cells [18–22]. The typical approach to network

reconstruction starting from any dynamic, be it firing rate or delay,

consists of estimating a continuous measure of association between

pairs of nodes and thresholding the same to yield an adjacency

matrix [17]. If the network dynamic under consideration is

temporal delay, the characteristic lag between any two neurons is

given by the location of the peak in cross correlation histogram. A

characteristic delay in the range of a single synaptic delay is taken

to imply a connection between the neuron pair [23,24]. From the

perspective of functional organisation, studying pairwise interac-

tions and the consequent synapse level reconstruction is not very

helpful as a single pre-synaptic neuron cannot cause the post-

synaptic neuron to fire. Information flow in neuronal networks

occurs by transmission between groups or pools of neurons. Thus

it would be more insightful to reconstruct networks in terms of

functional chains over which information is transmitted. Conse-

quently we must start our analysis at the level of firing sequences of

multiple neurons. Recognising firing sequences has been achieved

in literature using two different approaches. One method pieces

together pairwise delays to obtain the firing sequence [11]. The

second involves mining for frequent episodes in the spike train data

[25,26]. The former may yield pairwise delays that are not

additive(i.e. when measured delays for neuron pair A–C does not

equal the sum of delays between pairs A–B and B–C) [11]. In the

latter method, associating the firing sequences with the underlying

network structures is not easy. In this context we propose that

synconset waves could be a good starting point for network

reconstruction. Measuring the delays only at the onset [5–7] of

spiking in each cycle and clustering the patterns obtained is fast

and computationally non-intensive. It has been shown that the

order of activation within a synchronisation event is non-random,

hierarchical [27,28] and deterministic [8]. It also yields sequences

directly instead of pairwise delays. Further, if our hypothesis in the

previous section is true, then synconset waves can be associated

with an underlying synconset chain. Multiple measured synconset

waves uncover multiple synconset chains. Consequently we also

propose a representation of the network as an aggregate of several

synconset chains or neuron clusters with their connection

probability densities. While synconset waves are easily associated

with synconset chains, finding the complete network is tougher as

multiple networks may contain a given set of synconset chains. In

order to simplify the issue we consider a finite set of candidate

networks and use a Bayesian framework to identify the candidate

network that maximises the likelihood of observing the onset

latency patterns obtained from simulation. The candidate network

set may consist of representatives from different families of

networks and hypothetical networks containing the multiple

synconset chains uncovered. Thus instead of network reconstruc-

tion the problem is transformed into one of network identification.

Results

External stimulation of network causes spontaneous
formation of synconset chains and synconset waves
provided that the neuron pool sizes are sufficiently large

Every excitatory neuron that has the same set of inhibitory

neurons in it’s pre-synaptic neuron set can be thought of as having

the same graph colour [2]. It has been proposed that the set of

neurons with the same graph colour are active or inactive in an

oscillation cycle depending on the state of pre synaptic inhibitory

neurons [2]. It is within this set that we seek to study the relation

between connectivity and latency of activation. We considered the

activity in a neuronal network whose dynamics were jointly

modulated by external excitatory drive and the resultant

oscillatory activity. In our simulated networks, the external drive

came from periodic stimulation of a small subset of neurons. Our

principal neuron network represented a group of neurons which

receive similar inhibitory input and hence shared the same graph

colour. For simplicity we use a single inhibition source in our

network. The entire network drove and was driven by this global

inhibition. Note that inhibition is global within our principal

network because we have assumed that the entire network has the

same graph colour. In a more general setting one could imagine

Figure 1. A cartoon illustrating synfire and synconset waves/
chains. (a) A synfire wave with three pools of neurons resulting from
the structure in (c). Note the packets of spikes propagating from pool-1
through pool-3. (b) A set of spike trains of three neurons, one from each
pool of network in (d). The onsets of the three neurons form a cascade,
but there are no spike packets formed. (c) A synfire chain with three
neuron pools. The block arrows between pools indicate all-to-all
connectivity between the neuron pools. (d) A synconset chain with
three neuron pools. The block arrows between pools indicate all-to-all
connectivity between the neuron pools. Note the feedforward chains in
grey and the recurrent connections in blue.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g001
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our principal cell network as being a subnetwork of a larger

network, and a common set of inhibitory neurons acting similarly

on this subnetwork to either activate or deactivate it during an

oscillatory cycle. The external input started a cascade of activity in

the network causing feedback inhibition that silenced the network.

Inhibition silenced the network and allowed a fresh start of activity

in the next cycle. This constituted the oscillatory activity. Thus

each cycle afforded a window to the measurement of first spike

latencies in the network.

The initial sub population of the cell assembly (or neuron pool

or sub assembly) was the first set of active principal neurons in the

cell assembly. We hypothesised that the subsequent activations

would be caused by convergent inputs from already active neuron

pools onto the other neurons. Neurons with large numbers of

active pre-synaptic neurons were expected to be recruited early.

Starting from the adjacency matrix of a test network and the initial

neuron pool (sub assembly 1), we predicted the next four pools that

would be activated in sequence (see ‘‘Methods’’). It may be noted

that this sequence of pools constitutes a feed forward synconset

chain. We next simulated a test network built using the same

adjacency matrix and biophysically realistic conductances in single

compartment neurons. We then verified if the activation sequence

predicted by the synconset chains matches with the synconset

waves obtained from simulation spike trains (Fig. 2).

The combination of a network and an input stimulation subset

comprised a code. The extreme right and centre columns in Fig. 3

show the onset profiles predicted by the synconset chains and the

synconset waves obtained from simulation of four different codes.

Notice that the synconset waves obtained from simulation closely

mirror the predicted profile. At times the two profiles may seem

temporally expanded or compressed with respect to each other

though the sequence of activations are largely maintained.

In order to quantitatively verify if a simulated profile matches

the corresponding prediction, we analysed the latency time

distributions (obtained from simulation) of the predicted sequence

of neuron pools. If the prediction was correct, we may expect that

the distribution median/mode of successive neuron pools will

increase monotonically. Or at the least they should not show any

decrease in median latencies. To test the distinctness of

distributions, we used a non-parametric test of equal medians

(Mann-Whitney) on the onset time distributions of successive

neuron pools(for details see ‘‘Methods’’). Each code was tested

with 6 different sets of parameters to find the success rate of each

code. The success rate correlated with the number of neurons in

the predicted pool 2 (n~27 codes,r~0:3,pv0:1162), pool 3

(n~27 codes,r~0:58,pv0:0013), pool 4 (n~27 codes,r~0:80,
pv0:0000) and pool 5 (n~27 codes,r~0:64,pv0:0004). Thus,

provided that there are sufficient numbers of neurons in each pool

of the synconset chain, the associated synconset wave could be

predicted correctly.

Synconset waves can be used to identify underlying
network

Prediction and verification of synconset latency from the

network connectivity helps in establishing the legitimacy of onset

latency dynamics as an expression of the underlying network

connectivity. While this is important from a perspective of

understanding the phenomenon, solving the inverse problem

lends insights into the underlying network organisation. Hence the

next part of our study attempted to gain insights into the network

architecture based on synconset latencies.

Underlying network can be identified using synconset

waves and Bayesian reasoning. Transforming the synconset

profiles directly to a network representation is a very tough

problem due to the high dimensions involved. Instead we chose to

tackle a slightly less intensive problem, one of identifying the

underlying networks from a finite set of candidate networks. Thus

we may start with a viable set of candidate networks and identify

one that is most likely. We shall defer until the next subsection the

problem of constructing this set of candidate networks. For now we

remain agnostic to the manner in which this set was constructed

and focus on the problem of network identification from a set of

candidates. In order to compare multiple possible network

reconstructions we need a quantitative measure that indicates

the probability of a candidate network given the observed

synconset wave. As shown in ‘‘Methods’’, it turned out that all

networks being equally likely, the network that maximises the

likelihood of an onset dynamic was also the most probable network

for the onset dynamic. As an illustration Fig. 4 shows four

synconset waves obtained from different networks being tested

against four candidate networks. Notice that the likelihoods are

high along the diagonal.

A total of 9 different networks were simulated with 6 different

sets of simulation parameters (for details refer ‘‘Methods’’), thus

providing 54 sets of simulations. Three different onset profiles

were observed during each of the simulations, by stimulating three

different subsets of neurons at different times. Each of these 54

simulation yielded a set of 3 different synconset waves. Using this

synconset wave set it was required to identify the network which

produced it. As explained in ‘‘Methods’’, the likelihoods of each of

these synconset wave set with respect to all the 9 networks were

computed. The network that had the highest likelihood was

declared as the identified network from amongst the set of

networks. In 50 out of the 54 simulations

(p �& 0; n~54; binomial{cdf ), the identified network was the true

network. The networks that did not match had very few neurons

in their synconset neuron pools and hence were not properly

activated.

The utility of this method depends crucially on how the

likelihoods vary within a class of similar networks. For instance, by

reconstructing the underlying synconset chains from the synconset

wave in row-4, col-2 of Fig. 3 it is possible to guess that the

connection probability to some regions in the diagonally opposite

quadrant is high. But it is not possible to know the relative

probabilities of local connections and connections to the opposite

quadrant. Further even if the probabilities are known, many

different networks can be constructed to satisfy those rules. Thus

likelihood values must be higher for networks of the same class

compared to networks of other classes. Our method showed that

similar networks have likelihoods that lie close together, and

widely different networks have likelihoods that differ by a large

amount. For instance in Fig. 5 we see that the likelihood of the

onset profile with respect to three different networks of the same

class have higher likelihoods than that for other classes, and is

highest for the true network. Likelihoods of networks of other

classes are zero (last row of Fig. 4) due to lack of monotonic

increase in delays.

Reconstructing candidate network given observed

synconset latencies. From the discussion in the previous

sections we know that synconset chains cause first spike cascades

or synconset waves. We also know that synconset waves are

associated with synconset chains by the simple rule that says

‘‘upstream pools fire earlier than downstream ones’’. By moving

from early firing neuron pools to later firing ones we are in fact

moving from upstream pools in the synconset chain to the

downstream pools. Using this rule one may intuitively construct

the approximate synconset chain for each observed synconset

wave by connecting neurons with similar latencies. Fig. 6 shows

Synconset Waves and Chains
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the reconstruction of three different synconset chains from three

synconset waves observed in the same network. In each case the

probability of connection between two neurons is a function of the

difference between their latencies (Fig. 6b). The three partial

networks in Fig. 6c are constructed from the latencies in the three

synconset waves of Fig. 6a. After merging the three partial

networks, we see that the response to stimuli(Fig. 6e) evokes centre-

out responses similar to the original responses (Fig. 6a). But the

Figure 2. Spontaneously formed Synconset chains predict synconset waves. (a) A 252 neuron network under study. Neurons are shown as
black circles and synaptic connections are seen as a dense grey haze. This network was created using a neuron distance dependant connection
probability which falls exponentially with increasing distance. (b A partial network showing neuron pools that belong to the synconset chain
predicted from the network in (a). The grey coloured circles were the neurons (pool-1) subjected to external stimulation. The subsequent pools of
neurons (coloured blue,green,red and black respectively) were predicted using the procedure explained in ‘‘Methods’’. Notice that for this network,
the neuron pools 2 through 5 are arranged in concentric fashion around the initial stimulation area(pool of grey neurons). The coloured edges show
the synapses going out of the neurons in each pool. The grey,blue,green and red edges are the synapses going out of pools 1 to 4 respectively. (c) A
decomposition of the partial network in (b) that shows the post-synaptic neurons of each neuron pool. The neurons were rearranged so that neurons
in the same pool are placed adjacent to each other on the hexagon. Each of the four sub figures show the targets of synapses originating in each
pool. Notice that each pool has a high connection density to it’s neighbouring neuron pool as compared to the rest of the network. It can also be
seen that pools make numerous connections to the preceding as well as succeeding pools thus showing that the network is recurrent. But the
activation of the pools shows a feedforward pattern, thus showing the power of this technique to detect feedforward paths in recurrent networks (d)
Raster plot obtained from simulation of network in (a) using a single compartment model and biophysically realistic conductances. The dotted black
line shows the extent of the oscillation. The ticks are coloured to show the pool to which a neuron belongs in the synconset represented in (b). (e)
Onset time distributions obtained from simulation using biophysically realistic conductances. For each predicted pool of (b), a probability distribution
of it’s onset times in (d) is plotted by taking the histogram of onset times of the pool neurons accumulated over all cycles. The grey curve is the onset
time distribution of the initial set of neurons that were stimulated. The onset time distributions of the subsequent neuron pools are shown in blue,
green, red and black respectively. Notice that the medians of the distribution of the successive pools increase monotonically, indicating that the
synconset chain predicted in (b) is actually seen to be true in the simulation results in (e).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g002
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responses in the reconstructed network differs from the original in

their details. For instance, notice the long distance blue synapses

from the blue neurons in Fig. 6e which are absent in the original.

In our case the aberrations are due to cross coupling between

neurons whose latencies are similar. Thus neurons that are

activated by a common set fire almost at the same time but do not

have any connections in between. Thus it must be emphasised that

the particular form of the probability function used in Fig. 6b or

Figure 3. Synconset waves from simulation and prediction mirror the underlying network connection probability distributions. The
figures on the left hand side column show the typical probabilities of a synapse from a neuron at the position indicated by the asterisk(‘*’) to the rest
of the network. For the networks on rows 1 and 2, the connection probability from any other source to the rest of the network can be obtained by
moving the profile such that the asterisk is now at the source to be evaluated. For the network on row 3, connection probability from any source in
the left half plane (Xv8) can be obtained by moving the profile as described previously. For sources in right half plane (Xw8), the probability
profile at (X,Y) is the mirror image of the profile at (16{X ,Y ) about the line X = 8. This network is an example of the ipsilateral connection scheme
commonly found in biological networks. For the network in row 4, probability profile in the quadrant (Xv8,Yv8) is obtained by moving the
probability profile. For sources in the quadrant (Xw8,Yv8) the profile at (X,Y) is given by reflecting the profile at (16-X,Y) about the line X = 8.
Sources in the quadrant (Xv8,Yw8) are given by reflection of the profile at (X,16-Y) about Y = 8. Sources in the quadrant (Xw8,Yw8) require both
the reflections described above (about X~8 and Y~8). This is an example of the contralateral connection scheme commonly found in biological
networks. Bluer shades indicate troughs and hence lower probabilities. Redder shades indicate peaks and hence higher probabilities of connection.
The figures on the middle column were obtained from simulations and show the typical onset profiles measured in the corresponding network to the
left when stimulation was provided to a subset of 22 neurons around the area indicated by the asterisk. The onset profiles are an interpolated 3-d
representation of the onset rasters. Bluer shades are troughs and indicate early firing neurons, with redder shades denote late firing neurons. The
earliest firing neurons in dark blue are the stimulated neurons. The right hand side column depicts the predicted onset profile from the adjacency
matrix and blue/red shades hold their usual meaning. Notice the relation between the connection probabilities on the left, onset profiles on the
middle and right. Areas with high connection probability on the left correspond to early firing areas on the middle and right. The onset profile due to
stimulation is a reflection of the connection probability from the stimulated area to the rest of the network. The simulated profiles in the middle are
slightly curtailed compared to the predicted profiles on the right due to incomplete activation of downstream neuron pools, though the order of
pools is still maintained between simulation and prediction.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g003
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the way partial networks are merged are only illustrations of a

reconstruction method and no optimality is implied. In fact, whole

families of such reconstruction algorithms may be designed by

using different probability functions and merging algorithms based

on their efficiencies in varying situations. For instance the

probability function may be made symmetric to increase

connection density to upstream neurons. Increasing the standard

deviation of the gaussian leads to faster propagation of synconset

waves. Algorithms may also be designed to iteratively refine the

reconstruction in order to increase the likelihood value. For

instance in this case the long distance blue synapses in 6e may be

removed to come up with activations that better resemble the

original activation patterns. But the unique feature of our method

is that we do not take our reconstructions to be final. The

reconstruction is checked for compatibility with the actual latency

patterns observed and obtain a measure of the likelihood that this

reconstructed network could cause the observed latency patterns.

An incompatible reconstruction can be discarded, and a compat-

ible one refined to increase it’s likelihood. Robustness of

reconstruction can also be tested by stimulating the reconstructed

and original network with a new stimulus that was not used during

the reconstruction process. In fact within our framework, we can

reconstruct networks by any of the traditional methods available in

literature. Networks could be reconstructed from anatomical cues

or even by guess and intuition. All these reconstructions can be

pooled together to form the candidate network set and the

probabilities that these networks could have caused the observed

synconset waves can be measured.

Figure 4. Computing likelihoods of synconsets given a candidate network helps identify underlying network architecture. Each
column is associated with the network represented by the connection probability diagram on the top header. Each row is associated with an onset
profile shown on the extreme left. The connection probability diagrams and onset profiles are to be read as in Fig. 3. The intersection of a row and
column displays the neuron pool delay histograms of the onset profile on extreme left, given the candidate network on the top row. The delay
histograms are to be read as in Fig. 2e. The likelihood value associated with the delay histograms are indicated above the histogram(as ‘‘L = xx.yyyy’’).
The likelihood value is a measure of the probability that the onset profile on the extreme left was obtained from the network on the top row. Notice
that likelihood is highest along the diagonal where the onset profiles intersect with the true network that expressed them. The high value of
likelihood comes from the well separated histograms with monotonically increasing medians of different neuron pools. For instance at the
intersection of the first row and first column, notice the grey, blue, green and red curves have increasing medians and are well separated compared
to the rest of the histograms on row 1. Likelihood values of zero result when the medians of the curves are not in increasing order.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g004
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Network identification using synconset waves is robust
to network sub sampling

A common problem in studying networks of individual neurons

is sub-sampling [29], which arises due to the fact that most

recordings read only from a fraction of the neurons in the network.

The properties of the network measured from a sub sampled

reconstruction are not always the same as that of the original

network [30,31]. An important property of onset delays is that the

measured delays of a neuron are not influenced by other neurons

that were not sampled. Thus, using onset delays are likely to be

immune to sub-sampling. To test this, we created sub sampled

onset profiles from all the 54 simulations (used in previous section)

using various subsampling ratios from 1 : 1 down to 1 : 15 and

quantified the network detection performance(Fig. 7). The

performance was quantified using 2 methods. The former method

used the L-value (equation 15) obtained from a single stimulation

of the network to identify the network while the latter used the

averaged L-value from 3 different stimulations per network.

Network identification using multiple stimulations was more

reliable than using a single stimulation. It was also seen (Fig. 7)

that network identification performance remained stable until a

subsampling ratio of about 0.1 (25 out of 252 neurons). Since these

neurons are chosen without regard to which neurons are active

during a stimulation, the actual number of active neurons in the

sampled set was much below the numbers expected from the

subsampling ratio. For instance, using 1:10 subsampling, the

actual numbers of active neurons available are of the order of 10

(instead of 25 as may be expected). It must also be noted that the

minimum tolerable subsampling ratio is not a fixed number and

depends on the number of reliably firing neurons sampled. In

general, as long as there are enough onset delays to compute

reasonably smooth delay distributions, the likelihood of candidate

networks can be reliably computed. The number of spikes are a

product of the number of oscillation cycles observed and the

number of neurons observed. Thus even a few reliably firing

neurons observed over adequate number of cycles were sufficient.

An illustration of 1:9 subsampled onset profiles and the

associated delay distributions for four different profiles and

candidate networks are shown (Fig. 8). We see that the different

neuron pool delay distributions are still separable. The likelihoods

are useful in associating onset patterns with networks as is evident

from the dominant L-values on the diagonal.

Onset sequences and subsequent network identification
are robust to variation in simulation parameters and
mismatch between prediction and simulation
parameters

We wanted to check if the synconset chains and waves were a

result of the particular values of our simulation models or

prediction parameters. Increasing the excitatory-excitatory syn-

apse gains caused more effective and reliable activation of the

synconset neuron pools in simulation and prediction, but the

sequence of activations remained the same. Changing the synapse

decay time constants to make the synapses slower(or faster) caused

the activation sequence to get expanded(or compressed) in time

but the sequences were found to be invariant in both prediction

and simulation. Extreme values caused a total loss in synchrony (or

a simultaneous network-wide onset). For the applicability of our

method to data from real networks as against simulation data, it is

important that the method can work well when the parameters

used in prediction and simulation model parameters did not

optimally match. Hence to validate the same, we kept the

parameters of the prediction constant, while varying the model

parameters in simulation. Our method was insensitive to the exact

value of excitatory-excitatory synapse gain within a tolerance band

+25% around the mean biophysically realistic value. The

prediction was more sensitive to synapse activation and decay

time constants and could tolerate deviations of +5% from the

mean value. When synapses were slower than the lower end of the

tolerance band, the network did not activate at all due to non-

synchronous excitation of neuron pools. When synapses were

faster than the upper limit of the band, the entire network was

activated near simultaneously and hence there were no distinct

neuron pools. Synconsets were observed over a range of oscillation

frequency from 2–25 Hz. At lower frequencies, the separation

between synconsets was clearer and there was sufficient time for

the network to deactivate and reactivate again the next cycle. But

on the flip side, there were less oscillations and hence fewer onset

Figure 5. Likelihoods serve as a metric for identifying the closeness of a candidate network to the true network. The histograms are to

be read as in Fig. 4. Notice that the likelihood is high with respect to the true network (
height of peak marked 0 � ’

height of other peak
~

1

2
). But with similar networks

(
height of peak marked 0 � ’

height of other peak
~

2

3
and

1

4
) the likelihood values though low, is still higher than that for unrelated networks on the last row of Fig. 4.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g005
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profiles from which to measure. Higher frequencies had more

number of onset profiles but the time between deactivation and

subsequent activation shrunk progressively until they overlapped.

At this point, the onsets were not clearly visible and hence this

method could not be applied. It must be remembered though that

the operable range of frequencies is a function of the individual

neuron and synapse properties and not an absolute number.

Scalability of the prediction method with size of network
We wanted to further check if the relation between network

connectivity and the synconset latencies hold as the network size

increases. The most important measure that relates the network

connectivity and the synconset latencies is the likelihood (L(D,N))

value of equation 16. This L-value associates a network(N) with the

observed synconset latencies(D) in response to a stimulation. It

associates the two by specifying a probability that the network(N)

was the cause for the effect observed(D). Now if we measured the

L-value of association of the true network(N
0
) with the actual

latencies measured(D
0
) on N

0
itself, then the L-value observed is

actually an indicator of how well the method itself is working.

Thus testing the robustness of this L-value with increasing network

size should give an idea about the scalability of the method in

general. We chose a network with connection probability as in

row-2,col-1 of Fig. 3. Keeping the connection probability profile

and the average node-degree (synapses per neuron) unaltered, we

created networks of 6 different sizes ranging from 256 neurons to

2500. In each of these 6 networks we observed the formation of

synconset waves due to three different stimulations. The simula-

tion lengths for all six networks were identical. The L-value

(L(D
0
,N

0
)) obtained was plotted versus the number of neurons

(Fig. 9). We performed a regression on this data to detect any trend

in the data. The red line in Fig. 9 shows the fit using a mean

square error minimisation. The shaded region shows the 95%

confidence interval for the regression straight line. It shows that

the L-value does not decrease with increasing number of neurons.

Thus the method does not show any degradation with increase in

network scale.

Discussion

Synfire vs synconset
Spiking onset latency patterns have been observed, classified [5]

and analysed in the context of competing clusters in a neuronal

culture [32] and network injury detection [7]. But in this work we

analyse onset patterns during synchronous firing or ‘‘synconset

waves’’ in a more general context and associate them with a

structural element that we will call ‘synconset chains’. We use this

nomenclature to allude to their similarity to ‘synfire waves’ and

‘synfire chains’. Waves refer to the observed dynamic and chains

are structural elements that cause this dynamic. While synfire

waves are propagating packets of spikes, synconset waves show

cascades in their spiking onsets but not necessarily in all their

activity (Fig. 1a–b). Where does this difference come from?

Synconset waves, like synfire waves result from chains of

feedforward connections. Synfire chains assume that the back-

ground input other than from upstream neurons is largely

asynchronous or at most mildly correlated with the chain activity

and at a comparatively lower rate. But synconset chains make no

demands on the rest of the network in it’s vicinity (Fig. 1c–d). In

fact most of our networks have recurrent feedback structures from

downstream neurons back to upstream neurons that could ensure

that a neuron once active continues to fire until feedback

inhibition shuts them off. In spite of the heavily recurrent network,

Figure 6. Creating candidate networks from multiple synconset waves. (a) The three panels show the observed latencies in response to
three different stimuli. Based on the above latency profiles, a reconstruction is to be made. (b) A wiring probability to create candidate network. One
of the ways of constructing candidate networks is based on the observation that neurons with small difference in their latencies are more likely to be
connected. The graph in this figure shows the connection probability of two neurons as a function of their latency difference (post{pre). This
particular probability scheme always connects a neuron to another one with a higher latency as is evident from the zero probability at negative
latency differences. Highest connection probability is to a neuron firing a little later(5 ms) than itself. The probability drops off exponentially on both
sides of this maximum. (c) Three partial reconstructions of the network corresponding to the three synconsets in (a). The probability profile in (b) was
used for this reconstruction. The colours of neurons show the activation latencies as shown in the key. Synapses(edges) take the colours of the pre-
synaptic neurons. (d) The reconstructed candidate network. This reconstruction is just a merge of the three partial reconstructions in (c). If a synapse
exists in any one of the three partial networks in (c), it exists in the merged network too. Notice that this reconstructed network has no edges in the
bottom right of the network. This is due to the fact that none of the 3 stimulations of the original network in (a) activated this part of the network.
Hence we have no information about it. (e) The predicted latency response to the three stimulations in the reconstructed candidate network of (d).
Note that the colours now represent the predicted latencies in the new network and not the original latencies as in (a) and (c). Note that these
predicted latencies also have a centre out structure as in the original network. Although the detailed structure of latencies is different, the likelihood
values for the reconstructed network are of the order of the original network.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g006

Figure 7. Effect of subsampling on network identification.
Figure shows a plot of the number of networks correctly identified (as
% of total) with decreasing subsampling fraction. Red circles
correspond to network identification using L-value from a single
stimulation. Blue circles correspond to network identification using
combined L-value from 3 different stimulations per network. Using
more number of synconset waves leads to increased accuracy in
network identification. Notice that network identification performance
stays in the range of 80%{90% for subsampling ratios as low as 0.1
(1:10) and declines drastically below that. Subsampling ratio of 0.1
corresponds to a subsampled network that uses information from
about 25 out of 252 neurons. Subsampling is done on the grid of
neurons and does not use any knowledge of which neurons are actually
active during a stimulation. Hence the actual number of neurons used
in a 0.1 subsampling is much lesser than 25 (0:1 � 252) and is of the
order of 10 neurons. The critical subsampling ratio below which
performance degrades is not a fixed ratio and is dependant on the
availability of sufficient number of reliably firing neurons.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g007
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we are still able to uncover the embedded feed forward chain

mainly because recurrent connections may cause sustained firing

or bursting of neurons and prevent the formation of packets and

synfire waves. But the first activation is still due to the embedded

feed forward structure. How then do we uncover the recurrent

connections? This can be done by a stimulation that activates the

source of the recurrent connection, thereby reversing the roles of

the feedforward and recurrent connections. By observing the

synconset waves caused by stimulations of different neuron subsets,

different parts of the network can be uncovered. The flexibility in

the definition of synconset chains ensures that they do not need to

be embedded into networks and thus are more likely to occur

naturally. Hierarchically the class of synconset chains are a

superset of the class of synfire chains. Similarly synfire waves are

synconset waves, but not the other way round. In the special case

when recurrent connections do not cause repetitive firing due to

the intrinsic properties of the neuron itself, synconset waves

degenerate into synfire waves. Measuring only the first spike

latencies are less demanding than measuring and analysing

significant temporal delays from spike trains [33]. But spike

latencies are nothing but delays measured at specific time epochs.

Thus synconset wave based analysis presents a low complexity

analysis of temporal relationships in arbitrary recurrent networks.

This study thus brings out the utility of onset latency based analysis

and demonstrates it’s origins from the network connectivity

structure.

Conditions for expression of synconset waves
The main requirement for a synconset wave is the convergence

of near synchronous activity from pre-synaptic neurons at the post-

synaptic neuron. This loosely translates into two requirements,

namely that the average node degree of the network be above a

threshold and that trigger stimulation to the network be given near

synchronously to a sufficiently large subset of neurons. The value

of the two thresholds mentioned above are linked to the profile of

the EPSPs induced in the post-synaptic principal neurons. Smaller

Figure 8. Synconset based network identification works robustly in sub sampled networks. Using onset latencies from only 28 out of the
252 neurons (1:9 sub sampling), the delay histograms with respect to various candidate networks were constructed as in Fig. 4. The sub sampled
onset profiles are indicated on the left extreme and the candidate networks on the top row. Notice that the likelihoods are still high along the
diagonal where the sub sampled onset profiles meet true networks. Notice again that along the diagonal the grey, blue,green,red and black curves
have monotonically increasing medians and are better separated than the other histograms.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g008
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EPSPs imply that larger numbers of pre-synaptic activations are

required to recruit downstream neurons and larger epsps imply the

opposite. For instance, in our simulations, synchronous activations

of about 20 pre-synaptic neurons were sufficient to start a

synconset wave when the somatic EPSPs were in the higher end of

the physiological range of 0.1{0.5 mV ([34]). But more than 35

pre-synaptic neurons were required when somatic EPSPs were in

the lower end of the same range. This effect is also reflected in the

fact that successful propagation of synconset waves were positively

correlated with the number of neurons activated at each step

(neuron pool).

Synconsets in the context of oscillations, Cell assemblies
and population codes

Synconset waves have a special importance in the context of

oscillations and synchrony. As is evident onset latency based

analysis is significantly less complex than measuring delays

between all spikes in spike trains. But this saving comes at a cost.

The cost being that now there is a reduction in the available data

as all spikes other than first one in a train are thrown away. But the

benefits bestowed by oscillations compensate for this disadvantage

and make onset latency based analysis a very viable option. An

oscillation is the result of the interplay of excitation and balancing

inhibition, in conjunction with the intrinsic properties of these and

other modulatory neuronal populations [35–38]. Since oscillatory

activity alternately silences and enables activity in a synchronous

population every cycle, there is a corresponding cessation and

onset of activity every cycle. Thus the number of observable

spiking onsets are highly enhanced due to oscillatory activity. Thus

synconset-based analysis is especially relevant in the presence of

oscillatory activity. But it comes with a caveat that it can only be

applied to a synchronous population sharing the same inhibition

or the same graph colour [2].

Cell assemblies are groups of transiently active neurons whose

collective near synchronous action can influence the activity of a

downstream reader neuron. Such cell assemblies are found at

various timescales ranging from a millisecond to a few seconds and

can thus be ordered hierarchically to form a ‘‘neural sentence’’

comprising ‘‘neural words’’ [39]. Oscillations with their clear

onsets and offsets are natural parsing mechanisms of neural syntax

[40]. For instance, multiple gamma oscillations nested within a

theta cycle in the hippocampus facilitates multilevel organisation

of cell assemblies [41,42]. In the context of cell assemblies, our

work can be interpreted as a synconset based analysis of a single

cell assembly modulated jointly by top down inputs and resultant

oscillatory activity [10]. The prediction mechanism identifies

groups of neurons that start firing at each step and thus represent

sub cell assemblies within the cell assembly under study. Thus

synconset analysis of a cell assembly can uncover sub cell

assemblies.

Figure 9. Relationship between network structure and syncon-
set waves holds even when network is scaled (a)–(f) Latency
profiles in networks of varying sizes. The 6 networks have all been
constructed using the connection probability profile shown in row-
2,col-1 of Fig. 3. The sizes of the 6 networks in (a)–(f) are 16X16, 30X30,
32X32, 40X40, 46X46, 50X50 in that order (dimensions in number of
neurons). Note that the latency patterns in all the networks are centre-
out irrespective of the scale of the network. (g) Scatter plot of L-value
versus number of neurons in the network. The red line is a least mean-
square error fit of the scatter points. The shaded area indicates the
region of 95% confidence for the regression fit indicated by the red line.
Notice that the shaded region is almost entirely in the region of positive
slope indicating that the efficacy of the prediction process(L-value) is
very unlikely to decrease with increasing network size.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g009

Figure 10. A log(
1

p
) function has better discrimination at lower

values of p than log(1{p). p(probability) value on the x-axis is
derived from test of equal medians between two distributions.
The blue curve shows a plot of log(1{p) for p-values in the range [0,1].

The red curve shows the same for log(
1

p
). Note that the blue curve is

steep at high p values and flat elsewhere, while the red curve is steeper
at low values of p and flat later on. Steeper curves imply better
discriminability as the value varies by large amounts for even small
changes in probability. Inset shows a zoom of the graph in the region of
p between 0 and 0.05 which is the area of interest. Note that the blue
curve is almost flat and hence unable to differentiate between different
values of p. But the red curve becomes steeper as p approaches zero.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g010
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Figure 11. Network identification using synconsets. (a) A synconset wave. Grey ticks show first spike times and dotted line shows oscillations.
The rasters were obtained from the simulation of the unknown network to be identified. Simulation used single compartment neuron models with
biophysically realistic conductances. (b) Two candidate networks. Candidate networks may be hypothetical networks constructed from synconsets as
explained in Fig. 6 or networks chosen from different classes of networks. (c) Predicted synconset chains. The two networks are partial
representations of the candidate networks in (b) with the neurons coloured to indicate their membership in various pools. Note that the two
predicted synconsets have unchanged pool-1(site of external stimulation) but the compositions of the subsequent pools are different due to
differences in network connectivity. The prediction is done as explained in section ‘‘Methods’’. The coloured edges show the synaptic connections
going out of the different pools (d)Coloured synconset waves. The two synconsets shown are the same as (a) but with colouring schemes derived
from the two predicted synconsets shown in (c). The colours in the two rasters indicate the pool to which a neuron belongs in respective synconset
chain in (d). (e) Onset time(first spike latency) distributions for the two candidate networks. Onset times from (d) belonging to the same neuron pool
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From a population coding perspective, the initial stimulation

subset and the network structure is encoded in the pattern of onset

latencies. We thus propose that synconset chains may be a way by

which such preferred firing latencies [43,44] and firing orders [11]

are established. Our work may also explain how stimuli which are

essentially non-temporal in nature may be coded by latency

codes[45]. These onset latencies are visible as significant peaks in

the cross correlation histograms of pairs of spike trains and the

resultant firing orders[11]. Thus a reader neuron equipped with

cellular mechanisms for detecting temporal delays can potentially

use this code. The set of viable population codes are determined

by the network architecture. For instance if the network

architecture is random, stimulating a set of neurons in a local

area of the network fails to start a synconset cascade, because the

inputs have a very low chance of converging. On the other hand a

small world network [46] has a high chance of responding well to

such localised excitations due to prevalence of local connections.

The necessity of having to respond to local excitations may well be

a factor in the ubiquity of small world networks. Complete graphs

and scale free networks show global synchronisation and hence the

number of sub assemblies may be very few. Nevertheless a

complete characterisation of synconset patterns in various graph

structures is beyond the scope of this study.

Synconsets and network reconstruction
Reconstructions of neuronal networks have typically focussed

on reconstructing the network on a per synapse basis by

thresholding a continuous measure of association between pairs

of nodes to yield an adjacency matrix [17]. This approach suffers

from multiple lacunae as outlined in the introduction. But more

importantly from the perspective of a reader neuron [39], what

determines it’s all-or-none response is the action of a group of

upstream neurons and not single neuron responses. We show how

families of methods may be designed to directly reconstruct

networks from their onset latency patterns by expressing connec-

tion probability between neurons as a function of their latencies.

These reconstructions lead to networks that mimic the functional

spread of activity in the network. Hence we propose that it could

be more useful to reconstruct networks in terms of their functional

synconset chains. In particular in our study we mostly use

Gaussians to represent the connection probabilities. Experimental

studies have found similar patterns in cortical networks, especially

in the visual cortex [18,47–50].

A direct transformation of the dynamics into the target network

is extremely tough on account of the high dimensionality of the

space of networks as well as that of dynamics [2,17]. Even if

achieved, any reconstructed network is only a guess. But it is not

possible to know quantitatively, how good an approximation the

guess is. Further multiple networks may display a network

dynamic. These candidate networks need to be comparatively

evaluated. Multiple approaches of network reconstruction will

likewise yield different reconstructions, with no way to compare

their closeness to the actual network.

In this context our study proposes a combination of the forward

and backward approach, where network reconstruction is followed

by it’s quantitative association with the observed dynamic using a

Bayesian approach. This association is done by means of a L-value

whose calculation we describe in the section on Methods. The

proposed L-value measures the compatibility between the

observed latencies and predicted sequence of neuron pools that

follows from a knowledge of a network. We thus propose L-value

as a measure of association between network dynamics (latencies)

and network structure. It must be noted that adding dummy

neurons or synapses does not alter the L-value. L-values improve if

prediction mirrors the observed latencies. We also show the

relative robustness of this metric as a measure of association with

increasing network size.

These methods can potentially be extended to an iterative

network reconstruction methodology where reconstructed net-

works are progressively refined while making sure that each

refinement leads to an increase in the probability measure that

associates the network with the observed dynamic. While we

describe some latency based reconstruction methods, our network

identification framework allows combination of traditional meth-

ods of network reconstruction with latency based reconstructions

to form candidate network sets which can be evaluated for

compatibility with observed latency patterns.

The use of any network reconstruction strategy in physiology –

driven network reconstruction poses peculiar problems due to the

sub sampled nature of recordings [30,31]. In this context we show

that even in highly sub sampled networks, the onset profiles can

still be reliably associated with various candidate networks as long

as the delay distributions are reasonably smooth. The reliability

comes from the fact that measured delays between two neurons

are not affected by the intervening neurons that were not

accessible. Uniform sampling ensures that the delay distributions

remain smooth. Degradation in decoding due to non-uniform

sampling is graceful. Even in the case of non-uniform sampling, if

neurons are sampled in the areas where synconset chains are

active, the concerned onset profiles can be decoded. The method

is flexible in that the number of neurons sampled can be traded off

for increased number of cycles over which measurement is

performed. Typically in the visual system, the delay pattern can be

stably measured over a time range of 1 second [11]. Thus as

frequency of oscillation increases, it is likely that with fewer

neurons, the delay distributions will be smooth.

In this study we show that the network structure comprising of

synconset chains directly influences the formation of synconset

waves in the presence of top-down inputs and the resultant

oscillation(similar to PING-Pyramidal Interneuron Gamma).

These synconset waves can be used to form testable hypotheses

about the underlying network and quantitatively identify the most

likely candidate network. We thus show that the utility of

synconset chains for network studies, be it population codes,

network reconstruction or detection of network disruptions holds a

lot of promise.

Methods

The methods outlined below attempt to capture the relationship

between a network (N) and the set of latencies (D) observed in the

neurons of this network. Let N
0
be the network under study. Let us

assume that this network is not directly observable and must only

over all oscillation cycles are brought together and their histograms are calculated as illustrated in Fig. 2. The histogram distributions of neuron pools
with increasing medians indicates that the corresponding candidate network in (b) is a plausible network. When there are multiple plausible
networks, the network that yielded a distribution with maximum likelihood is chosen as the identified network. Note in this figure that computing
onset time distributions for the raster using synconset-1 yields distributions whose medians increase monotonically for pools 1 through 5. But
distributions computed using synconset-2 leads to a loss of monotonicity (median of blue curve(pool-2) is larger than that of other pools). Thus
between net-1 and net-2 in (b) net-1 is more likely to be the unknown network.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074910.g011
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be inferred by means of the dynamics of the network. N
0

is

simulated using NEURON and the voltages of the neurons in the

network may be observed. This is akin to observing a neuronal

network in vitro or in vivo with a high density recording device that

allows recording at each neuron. The set of spikes of the neurons

and their latencies constitutes the actual data (D
0
) derived from the

true network (N
0
). The details of this simulation in NEURON

environment is described in the next subsection.

This data set D
0
is the only window into the true network N

0
. D

0

may be transformed to obtain N1, an estimate of N
0
. The means

for effecting this transform may be one similar to that used in the

section ‘‘Reconstructing candidate network given observed

synconset latencies’’ or any of the multitude of network

reconstruction methods described in literature [17]. Different

reconstruction schemes yield various reconstructed networks

N1::Ni.

In order to evaluate a reconstruction Ni we use a prediction

scheme to predict the set of latencies (Di) in this network. This is

explained in the subsection titled ‘‘Prediction of synconset chains

from network structure and external stimulation subset’’.

In the subsequent subsection titled ‘‘Verification of prediction in

simulation’’ we examine the means to verify if the predicted

latencies Di are compatible with the measured latencies D
0
.

Finally in the subsection ‘‘Computing probabilities of candidate

networks given simulation results’’, we detail the methods by

which we may verify the relative abilities of the various

reconstructions N1::Ni to effect a dynamics such as D
0
. This helps

in identifying the network that is most likely to be the true network

N
0

(or it’s functional equivalent).

Simulation and description of models used
Our simulation network consisted of 252 principal neurons and

2 inhibitory neurons placed on a 16X16 grid and was modelled

using NEURON. The principal cells were single compartment

models with conductance values adapted from [51]. (Peak

conductances in mho=cm2: Na,0.015; CaL,0.0025; CaN,0.0025;

CaT,0.00057; KAHP,0.0004; Ca activated K,0.00055;

KDR,0.009; KA,0.0001; KM,0.00002). Inhibitory cells were

Wang Buzsaki cells adapted from [52] (Peak conductances in

mho=cm2: Na,0.035; K,0.009; leak,0.0001). The inhibition was

global and acted uniformly on all principal cells. All synapses were

exponential synapses (Excitatory : alpha,1=0:1ms{1; be-

ta,1=3ms{1 Inhibitory : alpha,1=0:3ms{1; beta,1=9ms{1). The

weights of the excitatory-excitatory synapses were such that EPSPs

were in the physiological range of 0.1–0.5 mV (mean = 0.25 mV)

[34]. The network was balanced [53] with the standard deviation

of membrane voltage within +/22 mV of the resting membrane

potential. In all networks the excitatory-excitatory connection

topology were the only ones that changed. All other synapses

(inhibitory-inhibitory,inhibitory-excitatory and excitatory-inhibito-

ry) remained exactly the same. A subset of the network (neuron

pool-1) comprising 22 neurons was subjected to periodic input

stimulation. The stimulation started a cascade of activity in the

network, followed by resultant inhibition that silenced the network.

This completed one oscillation. Since the input stimulation was

periodic, the network activity too was oscillatory. Local field

potentials were estimated by summing together the voltage

responses of all neurons. Noise was introduced in each neuron

independently by injecting external current at random times that

caused spikes with probability 0:5. The average firing rate of noise

spikes was kept the same as that of input stimulation but their

times were uniformly distributed over the entire simulation time.

The combination of a network and an input stimulation set

represents a code. We used 9 different networks and 3 different

input stimulation sets in each network thus testing 27 different

codes. The 3 input subsets were mutually exclusive and covered

different regions of the network. Each code was simulated for a

total of 2 seconds, roughly the same time over which responses to

an input stimulation are sustained in physiological systems in vivo

[11]. The connection probabilities of the 9 networks are as follows:

N Net1 – As shown in col-1, row-1 of Fig. 3.

N Net2 – As shown in col-1, row-2 of Fig. 3.

N Net3 – As shown in col-1, row-3 of Fig. 3. Ratio of Gaussian

peak heights = 1:2.

N Net4 – As shown in col-1, row-4 of Fig. 3. Ratio of Gaussian

peaks = 1:2.

N Net5 – Similar to Net1 with an additional uniform probability

centred at it’s reflection about y = 8.

N Net6 – Same as Net3, but ratios of Gaussian peak heights are

2:3.

N Net7 – Same as Net4, but ratios of Gaussian peak heights are

2:3.

N Net8 – Same as Net4, but ratios of Gaussian peak heights are

1:4.

N Net9 – Unimodal Gaussian. In the top half, for a pre-synaptic

neuron at (x,y) the Gaussian is centred at (x23,y23) and

centred at (x23,y+3) in the bottom half.

Each of the 27 codes was tested with 6 different sets of

parameters

N Input frequency = 2 Hz, Excitatory synapse gain = 1X,

synapse alpha,beta = 1X;

N Input frequency = 2 Hz, Excitatory synapse gain = 1.2X,

synapse alpha,beta = 1X;

N Input frequency = 2 Hz, Excitatory synapse gain = 0.8X,

synapse alpha,beta = 1X;

N Input frequency = 2 Hz, Excitatory synapse gain = 1X,

synapse alpha,beta = 0.95X;

N Input frequency = 25 Hz, Excitatory synapse gain = 1X,

synapse alpha,beta = 1X;

N Input frequency = 25 Hz, Excitatory synapse gain = 1.2X,

synapse alpha,beta = 1X;

where aX represents a times the chosen biophysically realistic

value referred to above.

Each simulation yielded the associated spike rasters and local

field potentials. The spike rasters are segmented on a per

oscillation cycle basis. One oscillation cycle comprises of a

stimulation along with it’s consequent inhibition. In each segment,

all spikes other than the first spike of a neuron are discarded to

obtain one onset profile per cycle.

Prediction of synconset chains from network structure
and external stimulation subset

Given the network adjacency matrix and the initial subset of

neurons subjected to stimulation this procedure identifies the

sequence of neuron pools that are activated. The following

prediction algorithm is run in discrete time in steps of unit synaptic

delay as follows.

v(t)~v(t{1) � decayzwt � AT � x(t{1) ð1Þ
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x(t)~f (v(t)) ð2Þ

where v(t) is a vector of neuron voltages at time t,

N x(t) is a vector of binary numbers indicating if a neuron is

spiking or not at time t,

N A is the network adjacency matrix,

N f is a threshold function which takes a value 1 when v(t) crosses

a threshold thrsh and is zero otherwise,

N wt is a scalar representing the epsp amplitude and depends on

the synapse gain

N decay is a scalar decay constant,

N activations are assumed to be instantaneous,

The onset time of each neuron is the earliest time t when xi(t) is

1, where xi(t) is the ith component of the vector x(t). The

prediction algorithm is run for 5 time units. The set of neurons

with onset time t~i form the neuron pool i. Pool 1 is the set of

neurons that were stimulated. The prediction parameters wt,thrsh

and decay were set such that the network was activated completely

and the different neuron pools were distinct. The result of the

prediction is a finite sequence of neuron groups that are activated

in order. This sequence of neuron pools comprise the synconset

chains. Synconset chains implicitly are associated with synconset

waves with upstream pools firing earlier than downstream pools.

Verification of prediction in simulation
Given a predicted neuron pool sequence (synconset chain) and

the actual simulation results, it is required to verify if the sequence

of synconset neuron pools predicted, matches with simulation. We

will initially consider a procedure where this decision will be a

binary match/no-match decision (as used in the first subsection of

‘‘Results’’). In order to use the onset times and verify if it holds in

prediction, one needs to determine the demarcating times between

the end of activation of a neuron pool and the start of the next. But

finding such demarcations in spike data from simulation or real

recordings is non trivial and arbitrary. But the predicted data is

already grouped into neuron pools and hence we verify if it holds

in simulation.

We first grouped together the first spike times in every

simulation oscillation cycle from all neurons belonging to the

same predicted neuron pool (Fig. 2e). Computing the histogram of

onset times in a pool gives the onset time distribution

corresponding to the pool. If the prediction matches simulation,

the median delay of each of the sequence of pools should increase

monotonically. The simulation data was deemed to be compatible

with the prediction when medians of consecutive pools were

significantly different(Mann-Whitney) and increased monotonical-

ly or were insignificant. When the difference between medians of

two consecutive pools were statistically insignificant, it meant that

two pools that were distinct in prediction have merged together in

the simulation. Such differences typically occur due to mismatch of

the prediction parameters and the simulation model parameters.

We do not treat such merging of neuron pools as an incompat-

ibility as they are inevitable in realistic settings where the neuron

and synapse parameters of real neuronal networks are not known

and hence do not match. But when consecutive pools have

significantly different medians and the medians decrease, it is

clearly a violation of the predicted sequence. This verification of

prediction in simulated data was performed for all 162 simulations

(6 runs each of 27 codes).

Computing probabilities of candidate networks given
simulation results

For the purpose of network identification, binary match/no-

match decision is not sufficient. We need to associate a

quantitative measure to the probability of different candidate

networks given the observed onset latency dynamics embodied by

the simulation.

Let N be a candidate network described by it’s connectivity

matrix.

N~fC,Vg ð3Þ

C~Set of all neurons in the network: ð4Þ

V~Set of all synapses in the network: ð5Þ

Let the observed onset latency data be denoted by D. D is thus

the set of latencies of all neurons observed during all oscillation

cycles.

D~fdk
i g ð6Þ

dk
i is the delay of neuron i during the kth oscillation cycle: ð7Þ

i[C ð8Þ

k~1::K ,where K is the number of oscillation

cycles for which data was measured:
ð9Þ

Now the probability that the network underneath is the

candidate N, given that the observed latency data is D, is given by

p(N DD)!p(DDN):p(N): ð10Þ

Assuming that all networks are equally likely, the posterior

p(N DD) is maximised when the likelihood P(DDN) is maximum.

Thus in this case, the candidate network with maximum likelihood

also maximises the posterior and is the best match network for the

observed dynamic. Though we choose a uniform prior for

illustration purposes, the methods presented are equally applicable

for non-flat priors. For an arbitrary prior distribution instead of

comparing the likelihoods directly, they must be weighted by their

priors before comparison. These likelihood values p(DDN) are

calculated as explained below. Using the candidate network N the

sequence of neuron pools(CN
1 through CN

5 ) were computed as

explained in the section above on prediction of synconset chains.

We next grouped together the first spike times in every oscillation

cycle from all neurons belonging to the same predicted neuron

pool (Fig. 2e).

D~
[

j~1::5

DN
j ð11Þ
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DN
j ~fdk

i Di[CN
j ,k[f1::Kgg ð12Þ

where CN
j is a neuron pool predicted using the network N: ð13Þ

Computing the histogram of the set of onset times(DN
j ) of a

pool(CN
j ) gives the onset time distribution corresponding to the

pool. If the distribution of the neuron pool onset times (as in

Fig. 2e) yields non overlapping distributions with increasing

medians, then the likelihood p(DDN) is 1. Needless to say, if even a

single pair of consecutive distributions have decreasing medians

that are statistically significant, the likelihood must be zero.

Interpolating between the two extremes, when the neuron pool

sequence is partially overlapping, the likelihood should take a

value between zero and one. The value of this probability is

defined in terms of the statistics of the onset times.

p(DDN)~ P
j~1::4

p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN) ð14Þ

L(D,N)~log(p(DDN)) ð15Þ

~log( P
j~1::4

p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN)) ð16Þ

~
X

j~1::4

log(p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN)) ð17Þ

where p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN) is the probability that the neuron pool CN
j

fires earlier than pool CN
jz1 in data D, given the network N. The

value of log(p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN)) may be defined as log(1{p), where

p is the p-value of the Mann-Whitney test of equal medians

between the distributions DN
j and DN

jz1. We want the L-values to

be as different as possible for mildly differing values of

p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN). This will enhance the discriminability of

different candidate networks. On this count using

log(p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN))~log(1{p) leads to very low discriminabil-

ity. Using log(p(DN
j [DN

jz1DN))~log(
1

p
) instead, remarkably

enhances discriminability(see Fig. 10). But 1/p is greater than 1

and hence not a probability density. Nevertheless we choose to use

the latter since our primary purpose is to differentiate between

different networks. When the test of equal median returns a

p{valuew0:05 then the distributions have equal medians with

high probability and we reset the p-value to 1 in order that it’s

contribution to L-value may be zero. Similarly when the

p{valuev0:05 but the median of DN
j is greater than that of

DN
jz1, then the pool CN

jz1 is firing earlier than CN
j in the dataset D

given network N. Here again we reset the p-value to 1. We also

assume that the log sum is taken only over consecutive pairs of

pools with statistically distinct medians (Mann-Whitney, pv0:05).

When multiple onset profiles from different stimulations were

used, the likelihood values(L(D,N)) were calculated separately for

each stimulation and then averaged to obtain a composite log-

probability measure. Figure 11 illustrates the working of this

method in order to identify the correct network. Figure 11a shows

a first spike raster from an unknown network. The two candidate

networks to be tested are shown in Fig. 11b. When the neurons are

categorised into groups using the true network, the distribution of

latencies line up so the mode/median progresses monotonically

from pools 1 through 5 as in the panel on the left in Fig. 11e. The

same is not seen when the wrong network is used to categorise

neurons as in the right panel of Fig. 11e.
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